
 
SV-40. THE FLAT PACK FRAME SYSTEM EXPLAINED 
 
Everything made in THE SCAVENGER workshop / studio is hand-made by U.K. 
Artisan , to a high standard. 
Items are not purchased, but a commission of a unique, well designed Idea, 
not mass produced. But limited Monthly batches. 
 
The SV-40, self assembly frames have been Designed for the customer to Fuse 
together their favourite Automobile Seat into a One Off statement chair. 
This could range from : Italian Classics , Iconic Brands , F1 , Gaming , Man Cave , 
Industrial Loft or even just a comfortable leather chair. Match a pair even. 
 
Certain styles of seats will be enhanced by a particular frame choice. A larger 
padded seat for example might might need a chunkier size frame. Most 
designs are on our website and PINTEREST PAGES which can also be made as a 
kit-frame for easier shipping , in its own designed box. 
 
At the heart of this concept, is the UNI-BRACKET. Once fitted to the underside 
of the seat, it easily clamps with bolts to the frame. This enables the variation 
in different widths and depths of MOST car seats. 
 
Only SCAVENGER offers this concept with AUTO seating. Please be aware that 
modern Auto Interiors have some awkward fittings. When the customer fixes  
their brackets some items might have to be removed by cutting or drilling. 
Most have a configuration of four fixing bolts, especially if the slider rack is left 
on. Totally manual seats are recommended ( non electrical), although some 
customers are wiring up for movement. 
Talking of electrics, if seats with AIR BAGS are being used, all cables should be 
cut and bound with tape. Then pushed into the upholstery, only an electrical 
charge will set off the bag. This is the choice of the installer. 



Uni-Brackets are a standard length of 42cm in length , but can be cut smaller if 
required. A smaller pair can be requested on ordering . All come as gloss black 
powder coated with protective rubbers , bolts & Allen Keys. 
 
Please be assured that when you make a commitment , SCAVENGER will assist 
in every way possible to get your brackets fitted, even custom vertical ones if 
needed. Some measurements may be required if requested. 
 
Every frame has a VIN plate ( Vehicle identification Number) engraved with 
unique numbers and riveted to the frame. These are logged for future 
authentication, to prove it’s an original Scavenger. 
 

 
Self customise : Spray graffiti , Rat Rust , Hand Paint or cover in stickers. 
Add car badges , Gaming AIDS like vibration or even seat belts. 
Custom stretch for two seats or even a rear seat. 
Just make it yours ! 
 
General dimensions  
Frame : 61cm high , 94cm Base Lg , 60cm inside Width , 22cm  Floor to top Uni. 
Uni-Bracket : 42cm Long , 36cm Short. 
Shipping Box :  1m x 66cm x 12cm. Weight approximately 14 kg. 
 
The finished frame has endless possibilities with different materials and colour 
finishes. So to simplify supply, Two options are stated as a starting point. 
 

A. Mild steel welded , bead Blasted for good paint keying , then spray 
Primer coated grey ready for Self Colouring. 

B.  Mild Steel welded , Bead blasted and then Oven baked Powder Coated 
in GLOSS BLACK , For an outstanding finish. Most other colours are 
available on request. 

 
VALUE FOR MONEY – ARTISAN MADE 
 
Price guide GBP 

1. Single frame , full kit , finish A.            = £295.00  
2. Single frame , full kit , finish B.            = £325.00 
3. Extra Uni- Bracket set either size.       = £40.00 

( Full payment required before posting ) 
Shipping not included , but charged at cost. 



VAT not chargeable (UK) 
Import Duties , if applicable are liable by customer. 
 
Please do not hesitate to ask any further questions. 
Complete frames and seats can be sourced & supplied. 
I’m sure we can do a deal. 
There is now a Kit Frame customers Creations page on my Pinterest board. 
 

 
www.Scavenger design Brighton.co.uk 
Follow on : Facebook : Pinterest : instagram : YouTube  
Email: joehall1@live.co.uk 
Mobile: +44 7708015860 Anytime. 
 
Apologies for three pages , but having worked with car seats for many years, it 
is not just a question of putting a seat in a frame. 
But now Scavenger has made it simpler for you  
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